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AGAIN TOKEN
Make A Gain with Again
The product that we created is for the regular consumer. The white
paper of Again Token is written in a simplified manner so that a
general consumer can understand its use, features and benefits.

The Loyalty Reward Program Industry
We will first understand what this industry is, and how it
works. So what exactly is a Loyalty Reward Program?
Loyalty Reward programs are sponsored by retailers or
businesses that offer rewards in the form of Points as a way to
attract and retain customers. They are intended to encourage
repeat business by rewarding customers for their store/brand
loyalty. Generally, the more frequently a customer patronises a
merchant, and the more money they spend, the larger the reward.
Customers often receive a discount on their current purchase or an
allotment of points to use on future purchases when they join a
Loyalty Reward Program.
Once a customer is associated with a Loyalty reward program that
customer is no longer interested in looking for other businesses.

There are 2 key functions that a Loyalty Reward Program
provides to a company
1. Rewarding customers for their purchases
2. Better sales and brand loyalty to the brand
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How is a Loyalty Reward Program
Beneficial?
There are numerous advantages to a Loyalty Reward Program. Some
of them are listed below.

1.Customer Retention
This is the greatest benefit of a Loyalty Reward Program. According
to a study published by Forbes Fact - Loyal consumers spend 67% more on average than new
ones. That’s a stat you can’t afford to ignore.
Attracting new clients can cost upto 5 times more than retaining
existing ones. That is why large corporations invest heavily in
developing a strong loyalty reward program that results in a high
rate of customer retention.

2.Increase Customer LifeTime Value
Customer Life time Value is the total worth to a business of a
customer over the whole period of their relationship
Fact - 76% of customers believe that loyalty reward program
strengthens their relationship with the brand.
It keeps track of how valuable a customer is to the business right
now – and how much this ongoing relationship is worth in the
future. By implementing a strong loyalty reward program, a
business can exponentially increase the lifetime value of its
customers.
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3.Attracts New Customers
Fact - 69% of customers say that loyalty reward programs
influence their choice of retailer
A strong loyalty program can help a business acquire new
customers in a variety of ways. If the business offers a strong loyalty
reward program, it can be a critical factor in determining which
company to do business with. It gives businesses a clear advantage
over their competitors.

4.Win Win Situation for Both Parties Involved
A business transaction involves two parties: the buyer and the
seller. In the majority of cases, sellers are businesses and buyers
are customers.
By introducing a Loyalty Program buyers get discounts, rewards or
deals. On the other hand, businesses gain loyal customers who are
happy and satisfied. Additionally, it strengthens the customer
relationship with the brand. As a result, both parties benefit.
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5.Creates Brand Advocates
A brand advocate is a customer or employee of a business who
proactively shares about the company to their networks via
social, word of mouth, email, or through content without any
incentive other than their love for the brand.
A good loyalty reward program creates brand advocates that
promotes their brand through word of mouth and also helps
bringing more and more customers to the brand.
People are happy to share their experiences with their friends and
family members if they are receiving good benefits from a loyalty
reward program.

Additional Benefits Include
6. Improved Customer Engagement
7. Improved Customer Experience
8. Improved Customer relationship with the brand

And Many more.
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The Problem
Loyalty Reward Programs are proven to provide all the benefits
to a company and customers. Then why are not all businesses
around the world implementing Loyalty Reward Programs ?

Traditional Loyalty Reward Program- A traditional loyalty
reward program is one in which customers are rewarded with
points based on their purchases.
These programs have been compared to a centralised virtual
currency with the unidirectional financial flow because reward
points can be exchanged for goods or services but not for cash. All
loyalty reward programs now available on the market are
Traditional Loyalty Reward Programs. Simply said, each of them
has customised the traditional loyalty reward program based on
the discount and points they wish to provide their customers.
If Traditional Loyalty Reward Programs provide so many benefits
to businesses, why aren't all businesses worldwide implementing
them? There are several significant issues with the traditional
loyalty reward programs, which is why the vast majority of
organization's worldwide do not use them.
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The Following Are the Issues With Traditional Loyalty
Reward Programs That Businesses Have Implemented and
Customers Have Complained About -

1. Low Value Rewards
Numerous businesses introduce a Loyalty Reward Program in
which the rewards are extremely low in value, or even
nonexistent. Low-valued rewards provide little value to
the customer. As a result, there is no valid reason for the
customer to continue doing business with the company in
exchange for such benefits.

2. Company Controls Reward Value
The company has the ability to reduce the value of the reward
collected by the customer. Numerous instances have occurred in
which businesses have significantly devalued their reward points
or even closed their Loyalty Reward Program.

3. Reward Expires
31% of consumers say their biggest issue with loyalty programs
is that the rewards expire before they can use them. The
majority of Loyalty Rewards Points have an expiration date. This
is a company-imposed condition, and as a result, many
customers' reward points expire before they can use them.
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4. Lack of Flexibility and Acceptance
Generally, the rewards you earn from a company can be used
exclusively on their products. It cannot be used to purchase
products that are not in direct competition with them. As a
result, this restricts the use of the reward point.

5. Cannot be encashed
The majority of rewards earned by customers through the
loyalty reward program cannot be redeemed or converted into
cash. There are numerous instances where customers do not
wish to spend their rewards before they expire. At the time,
almost no company offered them the opportunity to convert
their points to cash.

These five issues are prevalent in almost every Loyalty
Reward Program available on the market. These are the five
primary reasons why loyalty reward programs have failed to
deliver the maximum benefits they could have for a business.
Even many major corporations have failed to create a
complete Loyalty Reward Program.
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We have all seen how broken the mechanism of traditional loyalty
reward program is. Using the usual way, it will be impossible to
build a complete loyalty reward program. As a result, we needed to
devise a method for establishing a complete Loyalty Reward
Program.
But first and foremost, we need to grasp what a complete loyalty
reward program might look like.
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A COMPLETE LOYALTY
REWARD PROGRAM

1. A Complete Loyalty Program would have High Value Rewards.

2. A Complete Loyalty Program would have no company control over its value
3. A Complete Loyalty Program’s Rewards Never Expire

4. A Complete Loyalty Program’s Reward would be accepted at multiple places.
5. A Complete Loyalty Program’s Reward Could be Encashed

With this concept in mind, we set out to design a Next Generation
Complete Loyalty Reward Program that could be easily
implemented by virtually any business.
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Searching for Solution
As we began looking for a solution to these problems, We discovered
Blockchain Technology. We realised that all of these above
mentioned issues could be resolved using Blockchain Technology.

So What Exactly is Blockchain Technology?
Blockchain technology is a massive and complicated subject. Thus,
in this section, we will simplify blockchain and share only the
information necessary to understand this project.
Blockchain is a system of recording information in a way that
makes it difficult or impossible to change, hack, or cheat the
system. There are countless potential uses of blockchain
technology. We saw that we could use this technology to create a
perfect Loyalty Reward Program.

But one major question that needed answering
Which Platform to Use?
After conducting extensive research into the various types of
Blockchain technologies, we have decided to use Ethereum. This
was due to the fact that Ethereum is one of the most advanced and
well-known platforms.
Blockchain Technology brings a lot of advantages but it also comes
with its own set of limitations and problems.
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The Problem with Ethereum was
1. Transaction Fees - $5-$190
2. High Transaction Time - 5 Minutes to 15 minutes
3. Low Transaction Per Second - 5-7 transactions per second.

Addressing Etherum limitations with MATIC .
MATIC - Polygon
Polygon (formerly known as MATIC) is an Indian blockchain
scalability platform called the Ethereum's Internet of Blockchains'.
It is the answer to some of the challenges faced by Ethereum
today - such as heavy fees, transaction time and low transactions
per second (TPS).
Matic was able to overcome many problems that were
associated with Ethereum

Matic as a side chain of ethereum provided:

1. Low Gas fees ( But not Zero)
2. Low Transaction time (Less than 4 secs / But Not Zero)
3. High Number of Transactions per Second.
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Great Wall of Challenges
To summarise, we were stuck with 7 challenges standing
in the way of creating a Complete Loyalty Reward
Program.

Problems with Traditional Loyalty reward Programs
1. Low Value Reward
2. Company’s Control over Loyalty reward Programs
3. Reward Expiry
4. Lack of Acceptance in Loyalty Reward Programs
5. Rewards cannot be encashed

Problems with Blockchain
1. Transaction Fees
2. Transaction Time
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Our Aim
We observed all of the shortcomings of the market's
traditional loyalty reward programmes. Thus, we set out
to build a Loyalty reward program that could be easily
deployed by any organisation while also overcoming all of
the traditional loyalty reward program's shortcomings.
We overcame all difficulties and obstacles one by one,
step by step.
After overcoming all obstacles and challenges, we were
able to develop a Next Generation Blockchain-based
Loyalty Reward Program that enabled us to implement a
Perfect Loyalty Reward Program for not only our business,
but for all businesses online.
It was not easy and appeared nearly impossible to
overcome all of the obstacles we faced.
But by combining a few things we were able to create an
ecosystem for creating a Complete Loyalty Reward
Program.
We call this
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Our Solution
A Hybrid Ecosystem Solution
Our team recognised the value of a good loyalty reward program
for businesses and customers, which provides a win-win situation
for both.
However, we saw how even large corporations struggled to create a
comprehensive loyalty program using traditional methods.
After a year of research and development, and with the assistance
of Blockchain Technology, we developed a Hybrid Ecosystem
Solution that not only addresses all of the issues, but also creates a
Complete Loyalty Reward Program that can be implemented in
almost any business worldwide.

The Hybrid Ecosystem Consists of
3 Major Elements.

Again
Token

Financial
System

Projects
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AGAIN TOKEN
AGAIN TOKEN is a Blockchain-based
Loyalty Reward Token that can be
used for buying goods and services
online. Each time a purchase is
made with Again Tokens, the user
will receive 5% back in Again Tokens.
Again Tokens are implemented on
both Ethereum and Matic and are
interchangeable between the two
networks.
So in simple words what Again Token does is provide a 5% reward
whenever someone uses it to shop online. With the help of
Blockchain Technology and the design of AGAIN Token we were
able to over come 3 drawbacks of Traditional Loyalty Reward
Program and Blockchain. We were able to create a Complete Loyalty
Reward Program that can be implemented by businesses that are
verified by us.
Our Hybrid Ecosystem Solution will not only implement the perfect
Loyalty Reward Program but will also encourage users to make
payments in Again Token again and again.

We call this The Complete LOYALTY REWARD PROGRAM
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Using a Blockchain Based Reward Token Again
Token's Loyalty Reward Program had 1. Token's value is determined by the market - Not
the Company
We were able to create decentralized coin with the use of
Blockchain technology. Thus, the market will determine the
Token's price, and no company will be able to devalue the
rewards.

2. The Rewards does not have an expiration date
Due to the fact that these are blockchain-based tokens, they
don’t have an expiration date. Once the user has the tokens,
no one has the authority or power to expire them. These
tokens will remain with users indefinitely, unless and until they
choose to spend, transfer, or encash them.

3. High Rewards
In Again token loyalty reward program people will get 5% Again
tokens back in their wallet. This 5% reward is very significant
for any purchase made. If a user purchases a product for $100
then $5 is important to him. If a user purchases a product for
$10,000 then $500 is important to him. If a user purchases a
product for $1,000,000 then $50,000 is important to him.
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Again Token’s Supply

The Total supply of Again Token is
1,000,000,000 = 1 Billion
250 Million = Private and Public Sale.
250 Million = Reward Pool
500 Million = Vested
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What is a Private and Public Sale ?
?

250 Million are reserved for private and public sale.
Out of which 50 million tokens will be sold in the
private sale and 200 million tokens will be sold in the
public sale through IEO, which stands for Initial
Exchange Offering. We will be using multiple
exchanges to conduct our Public sale.

What is Reward Pool ?
Every time someone buys a product or a service using
the AGAIN TOKEN then he/she will be rewarded 5%
for using the token. Their 5% reward will be released
from this reward pool. This is why the company has
reserved 250 Million Again Tokens in the reward pool.

So what exactly are Vested Coins ?
A certain amount of Tokens that are held aside for
some period of time for the team, partners, advisors,
and others who are contributing to the development
of the project. Smart contracts usually lock a certain
amount of funds until contract conditions are met.
For example, startups that use the blockchain
technology might lock a certain amount of Coins for a
year or two. At the end of that year tokens will
gradually be released to the company. Their release
intervals can be monthly/quarterly/yearly. This is
done for financial proposes and also to show how
much a team is committed towards the project. In
general terms, the process of locking tokens for a
certain period of time called vesting.
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Vesting is usually used to show that the team is
highly interested in the project, and will continue
working on project development.
Additionally, vesting lowers market price manipulations. There is
often a several-year “cliff”, meaning that the individual must be with
the company for a couple of years to release the first increment of
tokens. - Hackernoon

In this case 500 Million Again Tokens are Vested.
From the 100% Vested Tokens
30% is for the Team
20% is for VCs and Angels
40% is for Strategic Partnerships
10% is for Project Advisors.

To show how much we are committed to this project these tokens
will be vested for a period of 1 year. After 1 year the team will
receive 10% of the Vested Tokens every month.
The team, VCs, and angels will start receiving their part of the
tokens after 1 year.
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Financial System
The Tokens that we made were based on Ethereum Matic
Platform. Matic was able to overcome a lot of shortcoming of
ethereum.
1. Gas Fees or Transaction Fees was low - but not Zero
2. Transaction was Fast (1-20 Seconds) - But Not Instant
3. Transaction Per Second - 5000 - 7000 per second.

This was good but not great. With the help of a new
technology our team was able to achieve more.
1. No Gas Fees - Our Again Token's financial system has zero
transaction fees. Though it may seem impossible, We will
explain the details later part.
2. Transaction Time - We went from 1-20 seconds per
transaction to Instant Transaction
3. Transaction Per Seconds - From 5000 to 7000 transactions
per seconds we were able to achieve 2x TPS
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Zero Transaction Fees
Our team was able to achieve this with the help of QLDB
Amazon QLDB is a new blockchain-based solution that was
released by Amazon in September 2019. They offer a fully managed
ledger database. The database offer key features such as a
cryptographically verifiable transaction log. It also offers other
blockchain-based features such as immutability and transparency.
Our Financial System, not only resolved Blockchain-related issues,
but also enabled the encashment of our Again Token. The
encashment of the Again Token will be explained later in this white
paper.

This whole system is created on AgainRewards.com
The 3 elements of the financial system which are listed below
provide an interactive experience of the user.
We solved this problem by creating a financial system for Again
Token so what exactly is the financial system - Again Token’s
financial system is a wallet, an exchange and a payment processor.

3 Elements of the Financial System
1. Wallet
2. Exchange
3. Payment Processor / Gateway
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Wallet
On Again.co, we've created a wallet where users can store
their Again Tokens and also receive their rewards. This is the
official wallet for Again Tokens, where you can store your
Tokens digitally and also receive your rewards.

The is the Again coin's official wallet. You can access it by
visiting - again.co/wallet
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Exchange
We have established a separate exchange for Again Token.
Users can deposit various supported cryptocurrencies in
order to exchange them for Again Tokens. They can also
exchange Again tokens for various supported
cryptocurrencies. In summary, we have a dedicated exchange
platform for AGAIN Tokens.
7 popular cryptocurrencies can be exchanged for Again
Token and vice versa.

Cryptocurrencies 1. Bitcoin
2. Ethereum
3. Bitcoin Cash
4. DAI
5. Litecoin
6. USDC
7. Doge Coin
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The is the Again coin's Official Exchange. You can access it by
visiting - again.co/exchange

Exchange Again Coins into 7 cryptocurrencies and vice versa
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Payment Gateway and
Payment Processor
We have integrated a payment processor and payment
gateway into Again’s financial system to enable individuals
and businesses to accept and receive payments. This
payment functionality of the payment gateway and process
will assist businesses and projects in accepting Again Token
payments.
We have a rigorous verification process in place to ensure the
legitimacy of businesses and projects that join our ecosystem.

App for Again Token’s
Financial System
We've launched an iOS/Android application for this Again
Token's Financial System, which you can download directly
from the app Store or google play store. This app will
significantly expand the reach of Again Token and also assist
us in growing its user base.
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Projects
This is a critical aspect of any loyalty reward program - acceptability.
The number of locations where these reward tokens can be used is
important. Acceptability is a problem that plagues all of the major
loyalty reward programs. The majority of the time, the rewards we
earn can be redeemed on the same platform from which they were
earned.
As a result, we are establishing projects to address this issue.

The Projects are Divided in 2 Different Types

1.Core Projects

2.Partner Projects
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Core Projects
Core Projects are developed by the Again Token's team. These
projects accept Again token as payment for their product and
services.
We are not creating those projects solely to begin accepting Again
tokens. However, the projects that we have developed and will
develop in the future will be well-planned, innovative, and will shake
the industry with their features. As previously stated, we are not
one of those organization's that raises funds first and then develops
projects. We are launching our Token with 2 live projects.

DigitalKingdom.com
Digital Kingdom is an online
marketplace for the purchase and
sale of digital assets such as domain
names, websites, applications, and
non-functional tokens. You may be
thinking that there are already a
large number of marketplaces selling
similar types of Digital Assets.
While there are marketplaces that sell these types of assets,
each of them has a significant flaw.
Can you guess the problem ?
That problem is Fees.
Extremely High Fees.
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These Marketplaces Charge 10%- 25% on each sale. Certain
Top Marketplaces charge up to 30% in fees.
The majority of digital assets sell for four figures, and 30% in
fees is far too high. The platform retains 30% of the money
from the sale of a $10,000 domain. This results in a higher
price for the buyer and a lower price for the seller.
That is why we created DigitalKingdom.com, which charges a
flat 5% fee, the lowest in the industry.
Not only that, Digital Kingdom supports a variety of payment
methods. Payments can be made with debit/credit cards,
cryptocurrencies, or Again Coins.

DOMR.com
DOMR.com - Is a domain registrar
and web hosting service provider.
We are all aware that a domain
name and hosting are two of the
most basic requirements for
anyone starting an online
business or establishing an online
presence.
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DOMR.COM provides the following Services
1. Domain Name Registry
2. Domain Transfer
3. Domain Security
4. IDNS
5. WHOIS Lookup
6. Domain Privacy and Protection
7. Multiple TLDs
8. Web Hosting
9. VPS Hosting
10. Dedicated Servers
11. Cloud Hosting
And Many More Services.
DOMR.COM will offer a one-stop shop for all domain and
hosting-related services.
These are the 2 Core Projects with which Again Token is going
to launch.

Important FACT
We are not planning to create these projects. These projects
are not in the future. The have been completed and
launched along with Again Token.
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Future Projects
There are other core projects that we will be launching in the
upcoming years like

CarJ.com - Buy sell cars worldwide
assistedliving.io - Marketplace for senior living
Imecosystem.com - Ecosystem for online marketers
acquire.us - A Domain Marketplace for .us domains
An online courses marketplace
Again Coin's card
P2P freelance services marketplace
Online flight booking portal
Online hotel booking portal
And many more will be added to the list
Special Feature
After a specific interval we will keep a voting system so that
our users can vote for which Core Project should be made
first.
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Partner Projects
Partner Projects are those that are owned by third parties but
accept Again Tokens as a primary or secondary payment
method.
Numerous businesses will want to include the Again tokens as a
payment option, as it will give them an edge over their competitors.
As a result, we've developed a process for adding more businesses
to our ecosystem that will begin accepting Again Tokens. These
Businesses will have the opportunity to offer our Loyalty reward
program to their Customers.
This will resolve the primary issue of rewards Tokens being
accepted in as many businesses as possible. Projects will assist us in
addressing the issue of adaptability and acceptance. If more
businesses accept this token, the issue of flexibility and acceptance
will be addressed.
We've developed a system that allows any business that has been
verified by us to accept these tokens as payment options.
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Again Token’s Functionality
Even today, only a small percentage of the population is aware of
cryptocurrencies. Even fewer are aware of their benefits and even
fewer are really using them. Our goal is to make cryptocurrencies
accessible to the general public. In today's society, the functionality
of the Again Token is virtually endless.

As A Payment Method for Buyer
This white paper contains a wealth of information. It's tough to
comprehend how all of the pieces in our ecosystem operate in
harmony. I'll begin by explaining it from the buyer's perspective, as
that is where this flow originates. To illustrate, I will provide an
example.
Example - Assume Dan was in the market for a unique domain name
for his startup company. He was browsing for names on Various
Platforms when he came across Digitalkingdom.com. On
Digitalkingdom.com, Dan discovered the perfect name for his
startup. He intended to purchase the domain for $2500. Prior to
acquiring the domain, he noticed that if he paid using Again Token,
he can earn a 5% reward on his purchase by using the Again Token.
As a result, he chose to make the purchase with the Again Token and
get the $125 reward.
In order for Dan to make this transaction he needs 2 things - Again
Token and Again Wallet. ( See Next Page )
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How things will work for a Buyer
Step 1 - Dan installed the Again Token’s Financial System App from
the Google Play Store.
Step 2 - Funded the app using one of the supported cryptocurrencies
( BTC,ETH,DAI,USDC,LTE,DOGE,BCH )
Step 3 - Exchanged digital currency for Again Token.
Step 4 - Bought the domain using Again Token.

Immediately after making the payment. Dan will receive a 5%
reward in his wallet. He has the option of keeping the tokens,
exchanging them for another supported currency, or using them to
purchase additional items.
This is how simple and straightforward it is for anyone to use the
Again Token.
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As A Loyalty Program for Buyer
Prior to enrolling in a Loyalty loyalty reward program, the buyer
must complete a qualification process, and the organization also
collects a substantial quantity of data about the consumer.
Buyers are required to complete multiple forms, supply personal
information and data to the organization, and are occasionally
required to make major purchases in order to join a loyalty reward
program, and even then, some of them have a waiting list and/or a
membership charge.
The Again Token acts as a Loyalty Reward Program for the buyer.
Where customers are rewarded every time they make a purchase
with Again Token. There is no need to fill up paperwork, provide
personal information, join a waiting list, or pay membership fees to
participate in this Loyalty Reward Program.
All you need to do is spend the Again Token on the things you wish.

Easy to Implement Loyalty Reward Program for Businesses
Creating a Loyalty Reward Program for your business is a
considerable undertaking. Only large organizations are capable of
implementing a traditional loyalty reward program; small
businesses, on the other hand, rarely consider creating a loyalty
reward program due to the time and resources required. As a
result, only a few businesses are able to implement a Loyalty
Reward Program with all of its disadvantages.
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Our Next Generation Loyalty Reward Program is a turnkey solution
for any organization interested in implementing a loyalty reward
program. To create a loyalty reward program, businesses must
simply begin accepting Again Token. Once they do, they will have an
integrated loyalty reward program.
Additionally, they will be under no need to pay any form of reward
to their users. Their clients will receive rewards from the Again
Token reward pool directly.

Easy to Integrate Payment Gateway for Businesses
Numerous organizations throughout the world might benefit from
implementing this Loyalty Reward Program. As a result, they must
begin adopting Again Token in order to become a partner project.
As a result, we've designed an easy-to-integrate business payment
gateway. We will establish a qualification process for project
partners to ensure that our Again Ecosystem contains only
reputable businesses.
Once the business satisfies our standards, we will connect it to
Again Token's payment system within one day, enabling them to
begin offering loyalty benefits to their customers the following day.
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Peer to Peer Money Transfer
Our application enables users to purchase, trade, and exchange
Again Token. As a result, we decided to expand our ecosystem's
functionality by adding peer-to-peer transfer.
Again App users will be able to send and receive Again Tokens to
anyone other who has the app. Due to our ecosystem's resilience,
this functionality was straightforward to deploy.
Additionally, if a user transfers another Token to another app user,
the tokens are transferred fee-free. This means that once you own
an Again token, you may use our app to transmit it to anyone in the
world for free.
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Promotion Plan For
Again Token
Whenever a new product or service is launched, early adopters are
crucial in analyzing, implementing, and utilizing the new product.
Early Adopters are individuals who take the most risk and receive
the most benefit. As a result, to promote Tokens among users, our
marketing department has created a one-of-a-kind promotion
strategy.

The Promotion Plan
A transaction involves two parties: the buyer and the seller.
Whenever something is sold on our Core Project, both the buyer
and seller will receive an amount of Again Token equal to the
purchase price in Dollars. Regardless of any payment methods
used Including - credit card, debit card, internet banking or other
cryptocurrencies.

For Example - If a buyer pays $1,000 for a domain, both the buyer
and seller will receive 1000 Again Tokens. Until the marketplace has
completed 1 million dollars worth of transactions, both participants
will receive a 100% Again Token equivalent to the dollar amount
paid.
Once our Core Projects exceed the million-dollar transaction
threshold, the reward will be halved and lowered to 50%. Thus,
after a million dollars in transactions, the buyer and seller will
each receive 50% of the Tokens equivalent to the dollar
amount.
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For Example - If a buyer pays $1,000 for a domain, both the buyer
and seller will receive 500 Again Tokens. Until the marketplace has
completed two million dollars worth of deals, both participants will
receive a 50% Again tokens equivalent to the dollar amount paid.
Once our Core Projects meet the transaction milestone of
$2,000,000. The Reward will be halved and lowered to 25%.
Thus, after two million dollars' worth of transactions, both
buyer and seller will receive 25% of the Token equivalent to the
dollar amount.
This Process will be repeated until we have completed transactions
Magic
this Promotion
totalingof
$100,000,000
on ourPlan
Core Projects. Once our Core Projects
reach
theWay
$100,000,000
the- incentive
structure
will(User)
revertUse
to it
The Best
to Sell anymark,
Product
Is to Make
the Buyer
the
regular
5%.
- Sumit
Thakur

This is how it works - Once a buyer (user) uses a product, his
mind is cleansed of all doubts, objections, and impediments. He is
able to observe a product in action. The sale is complete when the
customer determines that the product is beneficial and useful to
him.
Promotional plans work in the same way. Our promotional
strategy's objective is to put tokens into the hands of quality users.
Numerous businesses accomplish this by distributing the tokens
for free to a specified number of people via the internet. Finally, the
tokens fall into the hands of freeloaders.
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We wish to distribute these currencies to individuals who actually
have the ability to purchase items online or Quality Users.s.
This Process will be repeated until we have completed transactions
Once
Users
receiveson
Again
token
they would
have
choicestotaling
$100,000,000
our Core
Projects.
Once our
Core3 Projects
reach the $100,000,000 mark, the incentive structure will revert to
1. Users can use those tokens to buy something else.
the regular 5%.
2. Users can Encash those tokens.
3. Users can hold those tokens.

1. If a user intends to utilise those tokens to buy an item, he must
do it via the Again token's wallet. He will obtain the incentives
once more after making a purchase with Again Tokens. This will
inform him of the advantages and benefits of utilising Again
Token.
2. If a user chooses to withdraw his or her Again token, he or she
must do so through the Again token's Wallet and Exchange. This
will inform him that the rewards he received were redeemable
for 8 supported crypto currencies.
3. Now, in the third situation, it is evident that if a user decides to
hold Again Tokens, he or she recognizes their value. Clearly,
they feel the value of Again Token will increase in the future and
that holding it is desirable.
This Promotion Plan is being established on our Core Projects in
order to reward Again Tokens to early adopters (Users). This will
boost Again Token's value and ensure that it remains in the hands
of genuine customers.
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Amount of
Transaction on Core
Projects

Reward
Percent Buyer
and Seller

Reward for Seller in

Reward for Buyer in

Again Tokens for $1000

Again Tokens for $1000

worth of Purchase

worth of Purchase

0-1 Million

100%

1000 Again Tokens

1000 Again Tokens

1-2 Million

50%

500 Again Tokens

500 Again Tokens

2-3 Million

25%

250 Again Tokens

250 Again Tokens

3-5 Million

12.5%

125 Again Tokens

5-10 Million

10%

100 Again Tokens

100 Again Tokens

10-20 Million

9%

90 Again Tokens

90 Again Tokens

20-30 Million

8%

80 Again Tokens

80 Again Tokens

30-40 Million

7%

70 Again Tokens

70 Again Tokens

40-50 Million

6%

60 Again Tokens

60 Again Tokens

50-60 Million

5%

50 Again Tokens

50 Again Tokens

60-70 Million

4%

40 Again Tokens

40 Again Tokens

70-80 Million

3%

30 Again Tokens

30 Again Tokens

80-90 Million

2%

20 Again Tokens

20 Again Tokens

90-100 Million

1%

10 Again Tokens

10 Again Tokens

125 Again Tokens
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TIMELINE
Q1 2021
Again Project Conceptualization
Designing a Complete Loyalty Reward Program
Finalizing the Project's Blockchain Technology
Developing the Hybrid Ecosystem Solution
Distribution of Tokens for the Again Project
Developing a Framework for the Financial System of Again Token
Choosing Our First Core Project
Team Formation

Q2 2021
Establishing Again Token Framework
Testing ERC- 20 smart contracts
Testing Digital Kingdom Marketplace
Testing Again Token’s Official Wallet
Website Designing for again.co
Gas Fees Optimization
Testing DomR.com
Designing the Again Token’s Financial System
Designing/Testing Official App for Again Token
Preparation of Legal Documents
Coinbase Integration in our Financial System
Development of Again Token and Smart Contract
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Q3 2021
Token Creation
Company Registration
Private sale
Launching Again Projects Official Website - again.co
Launching Again Token’s Official Wallet
Launching Digital Kingdom Marketplace - Digital Assets Marketplace
White paper
Launching all the Official Social Media Channels for Again Project
Integrating 7 Majors Cryptos Currencies in Financial System
Achieving Zero Transaction fees with in the Financial Ecosystem
Achieving Instant Transacting with in the Financial Ecosystem
Testing Limit order and Market Order in the Financial Ecosystem
Testing NFTs on Digital Kingdom
Exchange Development

Q4 2021
NFT Marketplace in Digital Kingdom
Launching Again Token’s Financial System App
Launching Payment Gateway for Again Token for Partner Projects
Launching DomR Project
Launching Again on Matic Chain
IEO
Large-scale Marketing
Launching Exchange on Again’s Financial System
Implementing Limit order and Market Order in the Financial
Ecosystem
Launching Official Youtube Channel fo Again Project
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Q1 2022
Integrating Voting System to Launch the Next Core Project
Gift Cards Sales on Digital Kingdom
Achieving Zero Exchange Fees on our Exchange
Adding Partner Projects in our Ecosystem
Digital Kingdom App Testing
Launching Core Project 3
Development/ Testing of Core Project 4
Online Partnership Event #1 - For Expanding the Acceptability of
Again Token

Q2 2022
Launching of Digital Kingdom App.
Launching Core Project 4
Development/ Testing of Core Project 3 App.
Development/ Testing of Core Project 5
Development/ Testing of Core Project 4 App.
Online Partnership Event #2 - For Expanding the Acceptability of Again
Token
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Q3 2022
Launching Core Project 5
Launching of Core Project 4 App.
Development/ Testing of Core Project 5 App.
Development/ Testing of Core Project 6
Online Partnership Event #3 - For Expanding the Acceptability of
Again Token

Q4 2022
Launching Core Project 6
Development/ Testing of Core Project 6 App.
Launching of Core Project 5 App.
Development/ Testing of Core Project 7
-Online Partnership Event #4 - For Expanding the Acceptability of
Again Token
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Team
This project was only possible due to the dedication of our
Again Project team. We have a team of 43 individuals and 10+ experts.

Chetan Varma
Founder of Again Project

Sumit Thakur
Chief Marketing Officer of
Again Project

Corneliu Capusan
Blockchain Analyst
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Andrei Pintilie
Chief Technical Officer

Brian Mackay
Cyber Security Expert

Aman Mate
Backend Engineer

Again Project
Make a Gain with Again

